
THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS
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WHY VIVE?

DOCTOR-CRAFTED
We don’t think our shots work, we know they do. With the help of a dedicated 
team of doctors, our formulas are crafted to combine the most wellness possible 
into each one. 

FUNCTION-FOCUSED
Our shots are no-frill, all-function. From boosting immunity defense to supporting 
digestive health, each packs the power to support a specific health benefit. 

ALL NATURAL 
We’re the real deal. Every ingredient that goes into a Vive Organic Wellness Shot 
is USDA Organic, Non-GMO, Kosher, and free of any artificial colors or sweeteners. 

COLD-PRESSED
Vive shots are cool. Literally. Because they’re never heated, you get 100% of the 
vitamins, minerals, and nutrients that each carefully selected ingredient naturally 
provides.
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WHAT MAKES VIVE ORGANIC SO UNIQUE?

Doctor  Formula ted

Exper t ly  Cra f ted

Commitment

t o  Qua l i ty

NO ADDED  
SUGAR

Cold  
Pressed

Erica Elliot, M.D.

Suhas Kshirsagar, M.D.

David Allen, M.D.

Highest Ef f i cacy
Concentrated Nutrition
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These items will arrive in your 
Starter Kit

POS Merchandising Item:

Ice Bowl: 
The ice bowl is double insulated and will 
keep the shots cold until late morning. 

An exchange of ice will have to be
administered on average twice a day. 

Backwall and Clip: 
We provide multiple of these because 
they need to be exchanged over time.  

Brochures and Brochure Stand: 
Please place by ice bowl for customers to 
read more additional information on Vive

Organic. 

Please tell your Vive rep when more 
backwalls, clips or brochures are needed. 

Starter Kit Items

Ice Bowl

Vive Backwall x 5

Clip x 2

Vive Brochures x 25

Brochure Stand

Vive Business Card

Vive Mission Statement 

Left Photo:
Perfect Setup with Ice Bowl 

Merchandising

THE PERFECT MERCHANDISING



HOLA HORCHATA
A delicious take on a 
Mexican classic! Made 
with organic rice, cinnamon, 
vanilla and oolong tea.

cinnamon + vanilla + oolong tea

PREMIUM SMALL CRAFT KOMBUCHA

betterbooch.com |  @betterboochA portion of every Better Booch sold is donated
to the Program in Natural Therapies at City of Hope.

- Made by Master Brewers using  a proprietary  

 brewing process that creates certified   

 non-alcoholic kombucha that is raw and alive    

- Each sku features a unique tea   

   blend, botanicals, herbs, and adaptogens    

- No added juice or sugar after brewing

- Certified Organic

- Low sugar

- Delicious and made with love!

- Cans keep out all UV rays, so those live

 probiotics stay active

- Cans are infinitely recyclable and use fewer

 emissions to manufacture & ship - which is

 better for our planet!

- Cans go where bottles cannot - take it to

 the beach, lake, or park for a better picnic!

CANS PER CASE: 12

CAN SIZE: 16oz

STORAGE TYPE: Keep Refrigerated

MSRP: $2.99
7 MONTH NATURAL SHELF LIFE: 
No Preservatives

WHY ARE WE BETTER?

WHY ARE CANS BETTER?
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NON-ALCOHOLIC

GOLDEN PEAR
A sun-kissed elixir infused 
with tulsi, tumeric and black 
pepper that relaxes your mind.

pear + tulsi + turmeric 

+ black pepper + black tea

GINGER BOOST
A mix of ginger, lemongrass 
and mint to power you 
through the afternoon.

ginger + lemongrass

+ mint + black tea

CHERRY RETREAT
Crisp cherry with a silky 
smooth vanilla bean body 
and bergamot finish.

cherry + vanilla

+ bergamot + black tea

MORNING GLORY
An essence of peach brings 
this black tea & marigold 
petal blend to life.

peach + black tea

ROSE BLISS
A calming, aromatic, 
and smooth finish to 
your healthy day.

rose + white tea

CITRUS SUNRISE
A refreshing blast of citrus 
with spicy hints of sage and 
floral pu-erh tea.

grapefruit + sage + pu-erh tea 

HIBISCUS HEALER
When it comes to benefits, 
Hibiscus is more than
just  a friend.

hibiscus + blueberry

+ cranberry  + white tea 

GINGER SPICE
Spice up your life with 
this festive treat that 
delivers show-stopping 
flavor as well as 
gut-healing goodness. 
Ginger and cinnamon 
keep you on the beat, 
while anti-inflammatory 
turmeric keeps you 
going all season long.

ginger + cinnamon

+ turmeric + black tea

GINGER MATE
Fueled by organic 
high-grade yerba mate, 
this citrusy brew is 
balanced by subtly spicy 
ginger, offering a clean 
energy boost alongside 
digestive and immune 
support. Orange you 
glad you picked up
this can?

orange + ginger + yerba mate

Seasonal Artist Series

Available
Spring/Summer

Available
Fall/Winter



PREMIUM SMALL CRAFT KOMBUCHA

betterbooch.com |  @betterbooch

GINGER BOOST
A mix of ginger, lemongrass 
and mint to power you 
through the afternoon.

ginger + lemongrass

+ mint + black tea

MORNING GLORY
An essence of peach brings 
this black tea & marigold 
petal blend to life.

peach + black tea

CITRUS SUNRISE
A refreshing blast of 
citrus with spicy hints of 
sage and floral pu-erh tea.

grapefruit + sage + pu-erh tea 

GOLDEN PEAR
A sun-kissed elixir infused 
with tulsi, tumeric and black  
pepper that relaxes your mind.

pear + tulsi + turmeric 

+ black pepper + black tea

HIBISCUS HEALER
When it comes to benefits, 
Hibiscus is more than just 
a friend.

hibiscus + blueberry

+ cranberry  + white tea 

YOUR KOMBUCHA JUST GOT

A portion of every Better Booch sold is donated
to the Program in Natural Therapies at City of Hope.

CANS PER CASE: 4-6pks

CAN SIZE: 12oz

STORAGE TYPE: Keep Refrigerated

MSRP: $9.99
7 MONTH NATURAL SHELF LIFE: No Preservatives
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 - BON APPETIT

IRRESISTABLE
 - DAILY CANDY

LITTLE SIPS OF HEAVEN


